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The progress of computer and network technology, has brought a change in the 
way of education, distance education is slowly gaining acceptance. In particular, 
network education has large amount of information, and updates quickly. Online 
education has less restrictive for educated, and educated can accept knowledge 
flexibility according to the actual demand, so as to enjoy more quality educational 
resources. However, the limitations of single teaching methods and educational 
subjects seriously hampered the development of distance education. Especially for 
dance, art and design professionals, the phenomenon of lacking teaching system is 
more prominent. 
Based on the investigation and analysis about dance professional teaching 
situation in university, this dissertation aimed at combining the application of 
computer network technology and dance teaching theory, through introducing the new 
ideas, realized a innovation of the editing storage and choreography of the dance 
moves, established a professional distance learning system, achieved the dance 
visualization and digital teaching. 
The main research contents are as follows: 
1．Through summarizing the current development of distance learning system at 
home and abroad, combining with the actual situation of Chinese Universities dance 
professional distance education, this dissertation analysis the needs of the system, and 
make the outline design. 
2．Through researching the video compression technology and data transmission 
technology, and using dynamic multimedia transmission strategy, it makes full use of 
network bandwidth.  
3．To save storage space, the system used a bitmap stored in the form dance 
movements, saved storage space. At the same time, the use of three-dimensional 
model and linked list realized the editing and combination of dance moves. 
















dissertation designed each module of the system, operating authority, database, and 
developed each module of the system. 
This system combines state-of-the-art computer technology and network 
technology to develop a professional distance learning system, realized the dance 
visualization and digital teaching, and braked through the traditional dance teaching. 
Users can edit and re-combined the dance movements, and improve the interest and 
enthusiasm for learning. The development of distance education system in the future 
provides real practical significance. 
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国外的远程教育起于 20 世纪 80 年代，计算机技术和网络技术的发展改变了
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